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Fight Night champions is a extremely popular brawl game from EA, the blueprint for it could be found
in the UFC series from the very same company. The ball is in your court, you have to knock out to
your opponent, keep away from damage and have an excellent time. When he dropped a 50-45

decision on Smith, it wasn't about anything beyond just winning on Fight of the Night. It was about
making himself a hero that night. When he lost his UFC debut to Lamas, a win on the card would

have made him a serious champion. Like Mousasi, Nurmagomedov has a case for reigning as fighter
of the year. Lightweight champion Rafael dos Anjos broke the fighter of the year award voting down
to Nurmagomedov and the aforementioned Poirier. Even after three violent stoppages in succession,

Nurmagomedov's incredible heart and tactical awareness in the pocket was enough to secure the
number one spot. The first Nurmagomedov win is of course controversial. When the UFC first began
running the UFC welterweight championship it wasn't a title fight, just a warm-up to the main event.
Scott Coker, the then UFC president, was impressed by Mousasi's mentality and declared the rules

from the outset would include the use of elbows. That's all Nurmagomedov needed to hear. She is on
the fast track to that goal after winning her first six UFC bouts, the Liaoning native hit a roadblock in
her last two fights, as she was stopped by current strawweight champion Carla Esparza and then lost

a split decision to fellow contender Marina Rodriguez. Now she needs to right her ship by beating
Dern.
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making his return after a three-year hiatus, ali williams enters the octagon at welterweight for the
first time in his career. williams is a seasoned veteran, with a career that has included a four-fight

run as a welterweight champion. the 33-year-old is coming off of a big win at bellator 241 in july over
steven rodriguez. prior to the win, williams was suspended by bellator for failing two drug tests from
2019. carlos condit returns to the octagon after a three-year layoff to take on no. 7 ranked melvin

guillard. condit is the former interim welterweight champion and continues his march toward a title
shot. guillard is no slouch, having fought multiple times at 170 pounds and also formerly held a title
at middleweight. the 38-year-old has a win over anderson silva, but he has struggled in his past two

fights against hector lombard and derek brunson, losing both fights. condit has never suffered a
defeat on his home soil at the ultimate fighting championship, so it will be interesting to see if he can

maintain his perfect record in his native state. young flyweight star mackens semerzier makes his
long-awaited return to action against former flyweight title challenger. semerzier is a former ufc

flyweight champion who fell to the division's top fighters. he has since moved up to bantamweight,
and has lost two of his past three fights. semerzier will try to get back on track against fellow ufc

newcomer, 27-year-old karol wardzinski. in his return to action, former light heavyweight champion
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and current welterweight champion kamaru usman takes on former middleweight champion chris
weidman. this fight serves as a marquee matchup between two of the sport's biggest stars. the two

men have been linked as potential future opponents, and usman has stated that he would like to
avenge a loss to weidman in their first encounter at ufc 205 in 2017. 5ec8ef588b
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